
Start with “scenic constellation” based on William E. Schneider's four 
cultural dimensions: (cards for dimensions on walls)
1.Visit one of the four areas
2.Read the characteristics of this area (next slide): How comfortable do you feel in 
this area?
3.Visit an other area
4.Read the characteristics of this area: How comfortable do you feel in this area? 
What are the different feelings compared with the former area(s)? 
5.Do this for all areas
6.What is your  most preferred place? (The center means: “a mixture of all 4 
cultures, each with the same weight”)
7.Take one or more slip of papers and place them on that place which are 
representing the culture of your typical clients (or the company you are employed)
8.Discuss with your neighbour(s): Considering the difference between your place 
and the place of your clients / company - how are you dealing with this difference in 
a SF-way?   

Step out of the constellation 

Sharing in a circle: 
1.Experiences / insights during visiting / selecting your place and the place of  your 
clients / company?
2. Results of the discussion which might be interesting for the others also
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Focus on certainty: Ensure certainty, predictability, 
safety, accuracy, and dependability. 
The fundamental issue is to preserve, grow, and ensure
the well-being and success of the organization per se.
The organization as a system comes first. 
Information and knowledge is built around the goals of 
the organization depending on the extent to which those
goals are met. 
Centered on organizational goal attainment.

Focus on synergy: Ensure unity, close connection with the
customer, intense dedication to the customer. 
The fundamental issue is the connection between people’s
experience and reality.
The organization moves ahead through collective
experience of people from inside and outside the
organization. 
People know something when diverse collective
experience has been fully utilized. 
Centered on unique customer goal attainment.

Focus on distinction: Ensure the accomplishment
of unparalleled, unmatched products or services and 
uniqueness per se, of one-of-a-kind products or services. 
The fundamental issue is the realization of conceptual
goals, particularly superior, distinctive conceptual goals. 
Information and knowledge is built essentially around the
conceptual system goals of the organization depending on 
the extent to which those goals are met. 
Centered on conceptual goal attainment.

Focus is enrichment: Ensure the fullest growth of
the customer, fulfillment of the customer’s potential, the
raising up of the customer and the further realization of 
ideals, values, and higher order purposes. 
Fundamental issue is the connection between the values
and ideals of the organization and the extent to which
those values and ideals are being operationalized. 
Key emphasis is the connection between what is espoused
and what is put into operation.

Based on: William Schneider, Why Good Management Ideas Fail -
Understanding Your Corporate Culture. 

www.parshift.com/Speakers/Speak016.htm

Explaining th 4 cultures in more detail: 
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ControlCollaboration
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Based on: William Schneider, Why Good Management Ideas Fail -
Understanding Your Corporate Culture. 

www.parshift.com/Speakers/Speak016.htm
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„agile“
„traditional“



What does „agile“ mean?

1:  incremental / adaptive

Frozen river (next slides, explained in chapter “2.1. Mit 
Unberechenbarkeit und Komplexität umgehen statt sie 
beherrschen zu wollen” in 
http://www.korn.ch/archiv/publikationen/Neuer-Wein-in-alte-
Schlaeuche-oder-Deja-vu.pdf )

Experiment





„Agility is the
capability to 

successfully cope
with changes in 
circumstances“

Alberts, David S.: The agility advantage - a survival guide for complex enterprises 
and endeavors. DOD-CCRP, Washington 2011. ISBN 978-1-893723-23-8
Online: http://www.dodccrp.org/files/agility_advantage/Agility_Advantage_Book.pdf



In most (not all) understandings of „agile“ the incremental-adaptive way of 
work is the core-issue, see next slides.

(For more see chapter „2.4. Die Vieldeutigkeit des Begriffes „agil“ “ in 
http://www.korn.ch/archiv/publikationen/Neuer-Wein-in-alte-Schlaeuche-oder-
Deja-vu.pdf )
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Discussion: What is common in “incremental & adaptive” and „brief“?

incremental & adaptive towards a (vague and adaptable) vision (“the 10 
on the scale”)

short (timeboxed) demo / retrospective / planning as “interventions” for 
the self-managed - maybe timeboxed - work of the development team.

Incremental / adaptive is one way of work. 

An other is “work in sequential phases”, like that: (next slide) 

(Take in account, that the context / the circumstances  at the end of the 
project in many cases is different from that at the beginning. This will lead 
to ill fitting results of the project) 
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Discussion:

Why / when “incremental & adaptive” or “sequential stages and plandriven”? 

The core of “agile” is the insight, that in complex and very volatile situations a 
plan driven proceeding based on “analyze - draft the solution - plan how to 
reach the solution - act” should be replaced by “create a rough vision - plan 
and do a first solution increment - inspect the result - rework the rough vision 
- plan and do the next solution increment - etc”.

To accept the unpredictability and therefore to proceed step by step towards 
a rough vision as a moving target is a fundamental change of the conversant 
paradigm of management. 

next slide: “Iron and Adaptive Triangle”
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The word „agile“ in the recent understanding was created by 17 
representants of so called “light weight SW-development methods”
in 2001:     



http://agilemanifesto.org/

We follow these principles:
Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of 

valuable software.
Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness 

change for the customer's competitive advantage.
Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, 

with a preference to the shorter timescale.
Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.

Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support 
they need, and trust them to get the job done.

The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a 
development team is face-to-face conversation.

Working software is the primary measure of progress.
Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users 

should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.
Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.
Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential.

The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.
At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and 

adjusts its behavior accordingly.



An other understanding of “agile” (among many others) is described by 
David S. Alberts focusing on organizations in general: 

1. Robustness: the ability to maintain effectiveness across a range 
of tasks, situations, and conditions;

2. Resilience: the ability to recover from or adjust to misfortune, 
damage, or a destabilizing perturbation in the environment;

3. Responsiveness: the ability to react to a change in the 
environment in a timely manner;

4. Flexibility: the ability to employ multiple ways to succeed and 
the capacity to move seamlessly between them;

5. Innovation: the ability to do new things and the ability to do old 
things in new ways;

6. Adaptation: the ability to change work processes and the ability 
to change the organization. 

Key Dimensions of Agility
(David S. Alberts, Richard E. Hayes: Power to the Edge: Command and Control in the Information Age. 
CCRP Publication Series, Washington, D.C. 2005)



„Agile“ does not mean „Laissez-faire“:

Scenic constellation: 

„Light-Tight Governance“ (the grid only, without labels for the areas, see 
next slide)

1. What is the most attractive place for you? 
2. Short statement from each (on this place): “What does this place make 

so attractive?”

Step out of the constellation 

and see (and discuss) the labels  of the 4 areas

„Light-Tight Governance“
(Brian Wernham: Agile Project Management for Government. Maitland and Strong, 2012. p. 225)
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